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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the dynamic and controlled
operation of an integrated natural gas fuel processor system
(FPS), a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEM-FC), and
a catalytic burner (CB). The FC provides power based on the
electrochemical reaction of hydrogen. The FPS generates the
hydrogen from natural gas through catalytic partial oxidation
(CPOX) and the CB provides the energy for preheating the FPS
inlet flows by burning any excess hydrogen from the FC exhaust.
The coupling of these three systems poses a challenging optimiza-
tion and control problem. Optimization is performed to generate
the air and fuel flow intake setpoints to the FPS for various load
levels. The optimal flow setpoints are used in a static feedforward
map that ensures maximum efficiency at steady state. Linear
quadratic techniques are then used to develop a controller to
mitigate hydrogen starvation in the fuel cell and regulate CPOX
reactor temperatures. We show in simulations that the designed
observer-based feedback controller, which relies on temperature
measurements of two reactors, speeds up the transient response
fourfold, as compared to the baseline when the static feedforward
controller is employed.

Index Terms—Dynamics, feedback control, fuel cells (FCs), fuel
processor, modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

FUEL CELL (FC)-based power plants, given their high
efficiency and clean exhaust, represent a great opportu-

nity in addressing energy and environmental issues. Proton
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEM-FCs) operate at low tem-
perature ( 90 C) and allow easier start-up and manufacturing
processes than other FC types. Due to the low temperature,
however, PEM-FCs require reforming hydrocarbon fuels to
gas rich in hydrogen. In this paper, we consider a natural gas
fuel processor based on a catalytic partial oxidation (CPOX)
reactor [1]. The fuel processor is then responsible for supplying
hydrogen to the FC stack to support the electrochemical re-
actions associated with the current drawn from the FC stack.
Typically, excess hydrogen is necessary to: 1) avoid lack of
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Fig. 1. (a) IHPS and (b) EHPS.

hydrogen, also known as hydrogen starvation, at the last cell in
the FC stack and 2) allow the FC to operate at higher hydrogen
concentration, and thus, higher stack efficiency. Operating with
excess hydrogen also provides a buffer during fast load changes.
Therefore, excess hydrogen supply might be beneficial for the
FC, but decreases the overall system (FPS FC) efficiency and
requires safe discharge measures, such as adequate ventilation
or burning of anode exhaust gas.

One way to eliminate the excess hydrogen that does not par-
ticipate in the electrochemical reactions and, at the same time,
increase the system efficiency is to use it in a reactor after it exits
the FC anode exhaust. Specifically, a catalytic burner (CB) can
harvest energy from the excess hydrogen via oxidation with air.
This energy can be then used to preheat the FPS inlet flows. For
steady-state operation, as much as 16% efficiency improvement
can be achieved when the excess hydrogen in the FC exhaust is
burnt in a CB instead of burning a dedicated and separate stream
of natural gas in a CB (as shown in the two schematics in Fig. 1)
to provide energy for preheating the inlet fuel and air streams to
the FPS [2].

In this paper, we consider the exhaust heat recirculation
power system, referred to as internally heated power system
(IHPS) [Fig. (1a)], which results from the integration of a FC
stack that generates electric power, an FPS that produces a
hydrogen rich mixture to be fed to the fuel cell, and a CB that
recuperates any excess hydrogen leaving the FC to provide
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Fig. 2. IHPS model state variables.

preheating energy. The closely coupled dynamics of the three
subsystems, together with the large thermal inertia and, there-
fore, slow transients associated with the fuel processor, impose
a very challenging control problem. The externally heated
power system (EHPS) is also shown in Fig. 1(b).

In order to achieve maximum overall efficiency, the integrated
IHPS has to work very close to its operating boundary as shown
later in this paper. This optimal set-point selection, however,
puts the system in a very vulnerable position during load1 tran-
sitions. When the load is suddenly increased, the IHPS may not
be able to provide sufficient H and heat to sustain the opera-
tion under the new load condition. This can lead to temporary
H starvation, thereby causing irreversible damage to the FC.
To avoid the H starvation, we simply require that the H pro-
duced from the FPS is higher than the hydrogen required for the
electrochemical reactions in the FC. Transient issues associated
with temporary hydrogen starvation can be avoided by slowing
down the current drawn from the fuel cell through a rate limiter
or a load governor [3]. The power deficit, in this case, can be
provided through hybridization [4], with an additional electrical
power source which will increase cost and system complexity.
Another typical approach that does not rely on hybridization is
to have the FPS produce excess hydrogen than that required.
However, this will lower the FC utilization and, in turn, the IHPS
efficiency.

Operating at optimal steady state and, thus, capitalizing the
benefits of the IHPS will be made possible only if the controlled
system responds to FC load changes very fast. Otherwise, one
has to resort to suboptimal setpoints, i.e., to trade efficiency for
improved safety margin. In this paper, we design a controller
that is aimed at speeding up the natural IHPS dynamics while
maintaining optimum reactor temperatures and overall system
efficiency. The feedback controller is based on measuring re-
actor temperatures and estimating the spatially averaged com-
position of reactant flow through the series of IHPS components.
An earlier conference paper [5] reports the initial results on con-
trol design. This paper provides more in depth analysis of the
controlled system.

1In this paper, the term “load” is synonymous to the current drawn from the
fuel cell.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE IHPS OPERATION AND

ITS DYNAMIC MODEL

The IHPS investigated in this paper, shown in Fig. 1(a), is
composed of five main reactors, namely, the hydro-desulfurizer
(HDS), the CPOX, the water gas shift (WGS), the preferential
oxidizer (PROX) and the CB. The first four reactors comprise
the FPS. The intended application for the IHPS is the generation
of power in a commercial building so natural gas is the targeted
fuel. Natural gas contains on average 95% of methane CH ,
we thus assume that pure methane is supplied to the FPS to be
reformed into a rich H flow. A 200-kW PEM-FC uses the H
in the reformed flow to generate electric power. All FPS and FC
components operate at low pressures of up to 130 kPa.

A 19-state nonlinear, control-oriented, dynamic model of the
IHPS is developed in order to analyze its behavior [2], [5]. The
dynamic states of the model are indicated inside the volumes in
Fig. 2 while other important variables are also shown such as the
mass flow rates , , , and (see nomenclature
definitions in the Appendix). In [6], the initial model of the fuel
processor was developed. The model in [6] assumed constant
inlet temperature and did not include the heat exchangers and
the CB.

Some important assumptions about the developed model are
that all gases obey the ideal gas law and that each reactor is mod-
eled as a lumped parameter volume with homogenous pressure
and temperature distribution. The model is not suitable for start
up or shut down simulations because chemical kinetics for the
ignition/extinction dynamics have not been modeled. Finally,
the model is valid for the range of FC loads between 20% to
80% (i.e., 50–160 kW or 70–250 A). Within this range of loads,
the FC stack voltage varies between 0.71 and 0.64 V per cell
with a total of 1000 cells of 0.04 m active area [7].

A brief description of the system operation is given in the fol-
lowing paragraphs with the governing dynamic equations sum-
marized in Table II located in the appendix. The calculations
for the chemical reactions in the CPOX and more details on the
modeling can be found in [2], [5], and [7].

The fuel (i.e., methane) flow into the system is defined
based on the valve command and (A32) from the appendix.
The main air flow is supplied to the system by a blower (BL)
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Fig. 3. CPOX products as a function of � and reactor temperature.

which draws humidified air. The blower speed in revolutions
per minute (r/min) is calculated via (A31) as a function of the
air command . Using the calculated blower speed and the
blower map, the air flow is determined. The air and the fuel are
preheated in separate heat exchangers (HEX). The HDS is used
to remove the sulfur from the fuel flow [8], [9]. In this paper,
only pressure dynamics are considered in the HDS (A36). The
dynamic states in the HEX include mass (A33) and heat (A34).
Then, the two flows are mixed in the mixer (MIX) where the
partial pressure dynamics of the CH (A37) and the air (A38)
are taken into account. A static mixing relationship (A39) of
the two flows is used to calculate the temperature of the MIX
flow. The mixture is then passed through the catalytic partial
oxidizer (CPOX) where CH reacts with oxygen to produce
H . There are two main exothermal chemical reactions taking
place in the CPOX: partial oxidation (POX) and total oxidation
(TOX) given in [10] and [11] with their corresponding energy
release per mole of reactant

(POX) CH O CO H

J/mol (1)

(TOX) CH O CO H O

J/mol. (2)

Hydrogen is produced only by the POX reaction while heat is
mostly generated by the TOX reaction. As shown in Fig. 3, the
distribution between the two is dictated by the reactor tempera-
ture (A40) and the molar flow ratio of oxygen O in the
air to CH in the MIX defined as

(3)

Moreover, since the CPOX products are also highly dependent
on the CPOX reactor temperature , the optimum balance
between the two reactions has to be determined.

Carbon monoxide (CO) is created along with H in the POX
reaction, as can be shown in (1). Since CO poisons the PEM fuel
cell catalyst, it has to be eliminated using water in the WGS re-
actor and air in the PROX. The latter are assumed to operate per-
fectly, thus, eliminating all the CO in the stream. In the model,
the PROX and WGS reactors are merged in one volume called
the WROX, where the total pressure dynamics (A41) and the
H partial pressure dynamics (A42) are included. Note that it
might be necessary to include additional heat exchangers among
the WGS, PROX reactors, and the FC to achieve the optimum

inlet temperature for each reactor. These heat exchangers are ne-
glected here by assuming, for example, that the water sprayed
in the WGS offers the appropriate cooling of the flow streams
[12].

The H -rich mixture leaving the WROX enters the anode of
the fuel cell stack where the electro-chemical reaction takes
place to convert H to electrical power. The anode model in-
cludes the total pressure and the H partial pressure dynamics,
specified in (A43) and (A44), respectively. The reacting H is
given as a function of the demanded load (A45) and the re-
sulting voltage as a function of H pressure and the demanded
load (A46). The flow from the anode is then supplied to the CB
where the excess H is burnt using the air supplied through a
blower. The temperature dynamics in the CB are given in (A49),
where the heat released from burning the H is a function of
the air-to-H stoichiometry in the CB (A51). Finally, the flow
from the CB is fed to two separate heat exchangers (HEX—hot
side), one to preheat the air and one to preheat the fuel flows
before they enter the FPS. The utilization of this heat results in
increased overall efficiency of the system. The model without
the CB has been verified with a higher order model [7], while
the CB model trends and qualitative response have also been
verified [13].

A similar FPS configuration is studied in [14], where a
dynamic model of the system suitable for observer design
and start up analysis is presented. Sommer in [15] develops
a dynamic model of an autothermal reformer. The effects of
volume sizes on the system’s transient performance, as well
as the benefit of the heat capacity of each volume that acts as a
buffer during transients are analyzed. The need for precise inlet
flow control can also be inferred. An explicit dynamic model
for direct reforming carbonate fuel cell stack is developed
in [16]. Using thermodynamic principles and mass/energy
conservation, the authors of [16] develop a 10-state model
suitable for transient analysis and validate it with a higher order
model and experimental results. During transient operation
temperature overshoot problems are observed, similarly to our
analysis. The authors of [17] develop a model to study the
performance on a steam reformer and a PEM FC-based system.
Using a simple rate limiter control of the input flows they
also note the possibility of overheating the catalyst bed. In
[18], a molten carbonate dynamic model is developed and
the authors note the coupling between the load following
capabilities and the input flow scheduling during a transient
as well as the temperature and H production fluctuations. In
[19], after using a dynamic model to examine the transient
system behavior of a 1-mW FC power plant, the authors reach
the conclusion that feedback control is required to enhance
the load following capabilities of the system. Finally, similar
studies using dynamic FPS-FC models can also be found in
[20]–[23].

All dynamic studies of IHPS mentioned in this literature re-
view concur, explicitly or implicity, to the need of feedback con-
trol of the inlet air and fuel flows to the system. Several authors
also mention that feedforward scheduling of those flows is in-
adequate in order for the system to meet the load following re-
quirements, a conclusion that will be supported by the open loop
analysis in this paper (Section IV).
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III. STEADY-STATE EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATION

For the system to work efficiently in an integrated fashion,
each component has to be conditioned properly in terms of its
operating temperature, humidity, and pressure. This is achieved
by controlling the air and fuel intakes of the FPS. The strong
physical coupling of the IHPS components will dictate the op-
timal set-points for the system.

To determine the optimal steady-state operating points with
respect to the overall system efficiency, the following optimiza-
tion problem is formulated:

(4)

The objective is to maximize the overall efficiency , which
is defined as the ratio of the FC electric power output over
the energy used , where is the amount of fuel used
and its lower heating value. The optimization variables
are the fuel valve command and the air blower command ,
both ranging from 0% to 100%, corresponding to fully closed
or fully open actuators, respectively.

The gradient method is employed to solve the optimization
problem [24]. The corresponding iterative algorithm is given as

(5)

where is the iteration step, is the gradient vector
which corresponds to the increasing direction and

. The iteration step size is kept constant until no
new direction can be found for to increase, and is then
reduced by the bisection method up to the desired accuracy.

Convergence of the gradient algorithm to a global maximum
can be verified given the convex form of the efficiency map for
the whole range of FC loads. An example of the efficiency map
is given in Fig. 4 for the FC load of 100 A. The maximum
efficiency for this load is 33.6% while the optimal setpoint is

.
Using the same procedure for each operating load, the optimal

steady-state setpoint map can be determined for the actuator in-
puts and other critical operating variables
(for example, ) that can serve later as controller setpoints.
The optimization results are shown in Fig. 5 and can be approx-
imated by the regression expressions

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

where and are the corresponding optimal flows in (kg/s)
of air and fuel when using and . These four curve fits for
the optimal setpoints are valid for the range of FC loads between
20% and 80%.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the optimal operating setpoint lies
close to the operating boundary of the system, where the oper-
ating boundary is defined as the locus of points where

Fig. 4. Efficiency map of the IHPS at load I = 100 A (numbers on the
contours indicate corresponding efficiency).

Fig. 5. Optimal air and fuel flows and setpoints versus FC load.

%. Outside this boundary the produced H is less than that re-
quired by the FC. This trend is observed for the whole range
of operating loads of the system. As a result, the system is sus-
ceptible to steady-state H starvation when there are uncompen-
sated loads during steady-state and transient operation. To avoid
modeling errors and to react fast to load variations, a combina-
tion of feedforward and feedback control is designed.

It is important to point out that according to the optimization
results, all the optimal operating points, independent of the load
applied to the FC, occur at and 980 K.
Note that the optimization of the overall IHPS efficiency (4)
leads to a CPOX oxygen to carbon ratio that is greater
than the value corresponding to the maximum H production for
the CPOX reactor ( as indicated in Fig. 3).

In order to explain this result, one has to notice that while
both POX and TOX reactions in (1) and (2) are exothermal, the
TOX releases 20 times more heat than the POX reaction. The
CPOX temperature, which is highly coupled to the H produc-
tion in the case of the integrated IHPS, is a function of both the
heat released by the reactions inside the CPOX and the temper-
ature of the incoming air and fuel flows. Moving towards
0.5 will promote H production but suppress the TOX reaction
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Fig. 6. H utilization versus FC load.

which only occurs for . Thus, the contribution of the
TOX reaction to the CPOX temperature will be reduced and, as
a result, the CPOX reactor has to rely on preheating the inlet
flows by the CB. Since both variables (the H and heat) are es-
sential for the system to function properly, the optimal point

reflects a balance between the H production
in the FPS and heat generation in the CB and the CPOX reac-
tors for steady-state operation. Thus, the overall IHPS optimum
cannot be defined through optimization of individual compo-
nents.

Another interesting optimization result is the H utilization
in the FC shown in Fig. 6 and defined as

H reacted
H supplied

(10)

where is the amount of hydrogen supplied to the FC (i.e.,
exiting the WROX) and is the amount of H consumed in
the FC at a given load. The need for decreasing the H utilization
as load increases is dictated not only by the need for excess
H for preheating as load increases, but also by the fuel cell
efficiency. At higher loads, excess H promotes the fuel cell
efficiency and, in turn, the overall system efficiency of the IHPS.
Indeed, the H utilization in both the IHPS [Fig. 1(a)] and the
EHPS [Fig. 1(b)] are found to be equal after dedicated EHPS
optimization was performed. Thus, the need for decreasing the
utilization at high loads is mostly due to the requirement for high
FC efficiency (37% at max load). This is the case for both IHPS
and EHPS, independent of the H recirculation loop.

The IHPS will exhibit higher efficiency and lower fuel con-
sumption when compared against the EHPS as shown in Fig. 7.
Note that the efficiency shown in Fig. 7 is the FPS efficiency
defined as

(11)

At high loads, an efficiency increase of up to 12% and a fuel
consumption decrease of up to 16% can be achieved. Thus, the
addition of a hydrogen recirculation CB is quite beneficial for
such a fuel processing unit.

IV. OPEN-LOOP DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Examining the transient performance of the system using
static feedforward control enables us to gain insight on the

Fig. 7. Efficiency and fuel consumption of IHPS and EHPS.

system dynamics. The open-loop system dynamics are exam-
ined by utilizing the optimal steady-state setpoint maps derived
from the optimization results, where for a given load, the fuel
and air operating setpoint are defined by the feedforward maps
(6) and (7).

The open-loop response of the system for two consecutive
load steps is shown in Fig. 8. For the initial small step of
90–100 A, the fuel processor provides the fuel cell with the
required amount of H in order to meet the load demand. For
the second larger step of 100–150 A though, the H generation
is below the demanded H level for a considerable period of
7 s. Starving the fuel cell for 7 s can cause power loss and
membrane damage while it jeopardizes the life span of the
stack [25]. Moreover, a 65 overshoot in the CPOX temperature
within 15 s is observed, which can have damaging conse-
quences for the CPOX reactor. Both issues are highlighted on
Fig. 8. Since the feedforward maps correspond to maximum
efficiency steady-state operation, it is not surprising that the
open-loop control is inadequate in preventing H starvation
when a large load step is applied.

In order to identify the root cause of the H starvation and
temperature overshoot of the IHPS, we consider three critical
processes that affect the generation of H during load changes.
Analyzing those processes will provide insight in the control
problem and the system design. The first critical process is found
to be the CB temperature variation during a step change in load.
When a step load is applied, the H flow is depleted at a rate
faster than it is produced, due to the slow time constant of the
FPS. This results in reduction or even elimination of the H flow
to the CB, which, in turn, results in a temperature reduction in
the CB and eventually a temperature reduction of the inlet air
and fuel flows. However, the thermal inertia and relatively large
time constant of the CB prevents the temperature from drop-
ping quickly, therefore, helping to maintain the temperature at
a level that does not affect the H production. A comparison
of the IHPS, where the CB temperature is a function of the H
present in the anode exhaust, with an imaginary system where
the CB temperature is maintained constant at a nominal value,
is given in Fig. 9(a) and (b). The two responses are almost iden-
tical, with the constant CB temperature response [Fig. 9(b)] ex-
hibiting slightly less H starvation. Consequently, the CB tem-
perature variation during load increase is not the main cause of
the H starvation problem.
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Fig. 8. Open-loop performance during 90–100-A and 100–150-A steps.

Fig. 9. Transient performance comparison of: (a) original IHPS; (b) system
with constant preheating temperature; (c) system with suboptimal maps; and
(d) system with HDS volume reduced to 0.1 m .

Furthermore, the feedforward controller, which is based on
steady-state optimization, places the system close to its oper-
ating boundaries and, therefore, makes it susceptible to H star-
vation. A suboptimal map corresponds to increased excess fuel
usage which implies increased H production in steady state.
As a result, the difference between the required H and the pro-
duced is increased leading to increased safety margins at the

price of reduced efficiency. In the case of a suboptimal setpoint,
shown in Fig. 9(c), there is an efficiency reduction from 33.5%
to 28.7% but the severity of the H starvation is reduced sub-
stantially.

The third and most important cause of the H starvation can
be attributed to reactor sizing issues. The large residence time
of the HDS, due to the slow kinetics of the fuel desulphuriza-
tion [26], imposes the requirement of a relatively large volume
compared to the adjacent volumes of the MIX and the HEX.
The combination of the large volume in the fuel path, the small
volume of the air path, and the large flow of air compared to the
fuel flow causes the MIX pressure to build up at a rate faster than
the HDS pressure during transients. In turn, the pressure dif-
ference between these volumes initially exhibits an undershoot
until the HDS pressure manages to build up again as illustrated
in Fig. 10. Since flow is a function of the pressure difference

, the same undershoot is observed for the fuel
flow which causes the oxygen-to-carbon ratio to
overshoot.

Based on the CPOX reaction map, given in Fig. 3, an over-
shoot in from its nominal steady-state operating point of
0.69 to 1.15, implies a steep decrease in H production. One way
to avoid this is by decreasing the HDS volume in the model. The
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Fig. 10. � overshoot during open-loop operation.

Fig. 11. System configuration and response with air rate limiter.

responses of the original system, with m [27], and
of an imaginary system that has a considerably smaller HDS
volume of 0.1 m are given in Fig. 9(a) and (d), respectively.
For the latter case, the H starvation problem is significantly
mitigated. If future advances in the desulphurization process
produce more compact HDS reactors, then the transient perfor-
mance of the system would improve. Note that recent advances
in desulphurization technology allow the use of multiple smaller
HDS reactors [28], [29] which would require precise switching
control.

A straight forward solution to the transient problems is to
apply an air rate limiter since the air flow chokes the fuel flow
during transients. Such a configuration is shown in Fig. 11. A
rate limiter to restrict the current drawn from the fuel cell is also
required since the air rate limiter alone does not eliminate the H
starvation problem due to the system dynamics. For a load step
of 100 to 150 A, a 2%/s rate limiter and a 10 A/s rate limiter
for the air command and the current demand, respectively, are
required.

Given the nonlinear dynamics of the plant, a constant rate
limiter is not suitable for all load transitions. If this solution is
pursed, a more elaborate load governor would be required, as
presented in [3], or a scheduled filter rate, as in [30]. However,
limiting the rate of load change would slow down the system
response and lead to deteriorated load following performance.
Rate limiters or load governors are add-on mechanisms that are
applied to systems whose control capabilities have otherwise
been fully explored.

V. FEEDBACK CONTROL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of using ob-
server-based feedback control in improving the transient per-
formance of the IHPS. In particular, our objective is to reduce
the H starvation problem and to control the CPOX temperature
overshoot while maintaining efficient steady-state operation by
utilizing the optimized feedforward maps.

The control architecture is based on setpoint error regulation,
using the setpoint maps defined in Section III through the plant
optimization. The controller is implemented by augmenting in-
tegrators to the estimator-based feedback controller. In deciding
which signals need to be regulated and are best suited as feed-
back variables in the controller, one has to consider the control
requirements (namely, anode H partial pressure and reg-
ulation), the sensitivity of measured signals to the fuel and air
actuators, as well as the ease of measuring those signals. Ide-
ally, we would choose the CPOX temperature and the par-
tial pressure of H leaving the anode as the feedback variables,
as they are linked directly to the control objectives [7]. Unfor-
tunately, hydrogen partial pressure is difficult to measure,
while estimating it requires elaborate modeling of the fuel cell
polarization characteristics [7], [31]. We, thus, choose the CB
temperature instead. The CB temperature is closely
coupled to the H starvation problem. During transient opera-
tion, reduction of from its optimal steady state value
implies reduction of the H leaving the anode exhaust and, in
turn, H starvation. The only drawback of using instead
of is the slow dynamics due to the associated thermal in-
ertia. As we show later, this drawback can be eliminated by
a model-based closed-loop estimator that compensates for the
slow dynamics.

The IHPS model developed can be expressed as a function of
the states , the inputs , and the disturbance as

(12)

with the linear approximation of the IHPS plant being

(13)

(14)

where and refers to the linearization set-
point. The model has 19 states (Fig. 2) and two inputs, namely
the fuel and air command. The current is treated as a measured
disturbance to the system. The performance variables consid-
ered are the CPOX and CB temperatures

(15)
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The medium load of 100 A is chosen as the linearization
point. At that load, the optimization yielded steady-state fuel
and air input commands of 20.75% and 29%, respectively.

By looking at the eigenvalues of the linearized IHPS plant,
there is a large difference between the smallest ( 0.024786)
and the largest one ( 7062.4), indicating a very stiff system

with potential difficulties in tuning
and assuring performance robustness. In addition, the normal-
ized condition number of the observability gramian is very large

(16)

where , indicate the condition number and the ob-
servability gramian, respectively.

A balanced realization [32, p. 372–376] shows that only five
states are needed to describe the dynamics of the chosen per-
formance variables. This plant will be referred to as the bt-plant
and can be expressed as

(17)

(18)

where . Analyzing the balanced transformation
matrix , we conclude that the important original states are

, , , , and . This is inferred by ex-
amining the rows that correspond to relatively large Hankel sin-
gular values in the five-row transformation matrix . As ex-
pected, since we want to monitor the static and dynamic be-
havior of and , the balanced states in turn depend
on and as well. Moreover, the transient behavior of
H production and, thus, and is highly coupled with

due to the transient effects analyzed earlier in Section IV.
Finally, the fact that is important can be attributed to its
correlation to the H production from the FPS and, in turn, to
the .

Checking the condition number of the observability gramian
of the bt-plant we have

(19)

The step responses of the linear bt-plant and the nonlinear
full-order plant are shown in Fig. 12. It is interesting to note
that even though the dc-gain of the -to- transfer function
is zero, the transient dynamics are captured while for the rest,
the responses of the bt and nonlinear plants are similar. Thus,
as far as and are concerned, we can conclude that no
dynamic (transient) or static (dc-gain) information is lost by the
truncation of the original plant.

A. Controller Design

A first approach to the controller design is the derivation of
full-state feedback control which is designed using the LQR
technique. The estimator design follows next. The estimator is
based on the bt-plant (17) and (18) and is expressed as

(20)

Fig. 12. Nonlinear and bt-plant response to individual 0.1% steps in (u , u ,
I ) from (29, 20.75, 100) to (29.29, 20.96, 101).

where the estimator gain is defined as

(21)

and is the solution to

(22)

with process noise covariance and the measurement noise
covariance

(23)

The estimator-based linear control law is

(24)

where . So (24) becomes

(25)

where is the 5 19 transformation matrix and and
satisfy the steady-state condition of (12) as

(26)

with being the optimal steady-state operating setpoint as
defined by the optimization. Note that when implementing the
linear control law to the nonlinear IHPS plant, the terms
are given by a feedforward map as a function of the load. At the
linearization load of 100 A, , and .
Using (25) has several advantages over using constant setpoints.
Since at steady state both and go to zero, has
to go to zero as well. Thus, even if the feedforward and
maps are not perfect, it will take a longer time for the integrators
to become saturated. Compared to and , another ad-
vantage is the initial step at the time of the load step that comes
through the feedforward maps, which helps speed up the tran-
sient performance of the system.

Furthermore, in (25), are the integrator states of and
defined as

(27)
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Fig. 13. Estimator-based controller applied to nonlinear plant.

where and are the desired steady-state points as ob-
tained in Section III. The control gain for the augmented bt-plant
(i.e., the bt-plant augmented with the two integrators) is

(28)

and is the solution to the Riccati equation

(29)
The weighting matrices and used for the controller in-
puts and the outputs, respectively, are

(30)

The tuning matrices for the design of and are chosen
in order to achieve the desirable overshoot of the fuel and slow-
down of the air command. Given the fuel actuator saturation
constraints (if applicable), the gains can be tuned accordingly.
The tuning gains for the design of are chosen in order to
achieve the desired matching between the full-state feedback
and the estimator-based controllers responses.

Finally, a schematic of the application of the estimator-based
controller to the nonlinear model is given in Fig. 13.

B. Performance Evaluation of the Closed-Loop System

The feedback controller manages to improve the transient
performance of the IHPS as shown in Fig. 14. It overshoots the
fuel and slows down the air command initially, in order to reg-
ulate around its optimal value and reduce the undershoot
of fuel flow that is observed during open-loop operation. As a
result, the H production increases smoothly and the H starva-
tion problem is reduced.

Furthermore, the CPOX reactor temperature overshoot is sub-
stantially reduced. Application of the observer-based feedback
controller yields a small overshoot which is negligible com-
pared to the open-loop performance where overshoots to
1060 K within 15 s.

It is important to note that the performance achieved with
the proposed controller, that utilizes only temperature measure-
ments, is comparable to the performance of the controller de-
veloped in [1] for the FPS-FC system, that utilizes and

(i.e., H partial pressure sensor). The latter

measurement is significantly faster than , since it involves
pressure dynamics instead of temperature but is only available
for experimental investigations. Thus, implementing a CB into
an FPS, besides increasing significantly the steady-state effi-
ciency, also provides an indirect measurement of the H star-
vation that is easy to measure and can be utilized to control the
transient response.

Finally, as shown in Fig. 14, even though the H starvation
problem is substantially alleviated compared to the open-loop
case, there is still a short period of hydrogen starvation of about
0.9 s. Obviously, the H production, due to the system dynamics
(mainly due to the volumes involved), cannot follow the desired
step response. Thus, a load rate limiter is still required to elim-
inate H starvation.

In combination with the designed estimator feedback con-
troller, a very fast rate limiter of 40 A/s is adequate to mitigate
the H starvation problem completely compared a 10 A/s limiter
required for the open-loop case. Thus, with feedback control, the
maximum allowable speed for load application is increased by
a factor of 4.

C. Robustness Evaluation Against CPOX Clogging

A well recognized problem for CPOX-FPS systems is CPOX
reactor clogging due to carbon build up and deformation caused
by excess temperature. Risk of CPOX clogging due to carbon
formation is increased when reforming diesel or gasoline
fuels, given their increased carbon concentration, but is still an
issue when reforming natural gas. Deformation of the CPOX
catalyst can easily occur if the CPOX temperature exceeds the
meltdown temperature of the catalyst or backbone material
(1000–1100 K), which is caused by increase [33].

Clogging of the CPOX reactor leads to increased CPOX pres-
sure drop. Given the low-operating pressure of the system ex-
amined in this paper, even small increase in the CPOX reactor
pressure drop can increase the H starvation problem during a
transient. In order to simulate the CPOX clogging scenario using
the model developed in this paper, the CPOX outlet orifice is
decreased up to 30% and the corresponding starvation period is
recorded.

In Table I those results are shown for the IHPS both
for the closed- and the open-loop IHPS configuration
during a 100–150 A FC load step. As far as H starva-
tion, it can be shown that the closed-loop control scheme
exhibits satisfactory performance for up to 30% valve
reduction while the open-loop scheme is not able to pro-
duce enough H when the valve reduction is over 8%.
At 30% reduction the feedback (FB) control scheme ex-
hibits almost the same period of hydrogen starvation as
the open-loop scheme exhibits at 0% orifice reduction.
As far as overshoot is concerned, the FB control
scheme exhibits an acceptable value (less than 2%) for
CPOX orifice reduction up to 30%. We can conclude that
the robustness of the designed FB scheme is satisfactory
against CPOX clogging.

D. Robustness Evaluation Against CB Parameter Uncertainty

Since the CB temperature is a critical measurement in the de-
signed feedback controller, it is vital to ensure the performance
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Fig. 14. Comparison of estimator FB, open-loop (OL), and state FB performance.

TABLE I
H STARVATION PERIOD (SP) AND T VERSUS CPOX OUTLET ORIFICE

SIZE REDUCTION DURING A 100–150 A LOAD STEP

robustness of the system against uncertainty of the CB model
parameters. The dynamic response of the CB is mainly a func-
tion of the physical constants, namely the CB mass, , and
the CB catalyst bed heat capacity, , which appear in the
model as . The nominal value of used in
the model and the observer design is based on approximate data
( kg, J/kg K, J/K [13]). Es-
timation though of the heat capacity and the mass can vary sig-

Fig. 15. Closed-loop step response with 0:8� , � , and 1:2� .

nificantly based on whether the catalyst, the pipes, or the shell
of the reactor are taken into account.
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TABLE II
LIST OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR IHPS MODEL

In this section, we examine whether the hydrogen production
or the CPOX temperature response is affected significantly
by varying in the plant model while keeping the same
observer. Fig. 15 shows the response of the plant with

, , and during a 100–150-A load step
change with the observer-based controller designed at the
nominal value . The hydrogen starvation period and the
maximum CPOX temperatures remain practically unchanged
in all three cases. We can conclude that the IHPS performance
does not deteriorate significantly when there is uncertainty
in the CB parameters.

VI. CONCLUSION

The integration of a fuel processor system with a PEM-FC
and a CB is examined in this work. The system reforms methane
to a hydrogen rich gas to be utilized in the fuel cell. The steady-
state operating setpoints that yield the maximum overall effi-
ciency of the system are determined for a wide range of FC
loads. Utilizing those setpoints, the open-loop transient charac-
teristics of the IHPS are analyzed. It is shown that the open-loop
transient issues are strongly influenced by the size of the desul-
phurizer (HDS). The significant pressure drop of the fuel flow
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TABLE III
NOMENCLATURE DEFINITIONS

across the HDS reactor degrades the transient performance. Due
to the relatively slow dynamics along the fuel path associated
with the HDS, deviates from its steady-state value during
a transient. In turn, this causes a large overshoot in the CPOX re-
actor temperature and an undershoot in the H production flow
rate during open-loop operation.

Our analysis shows that implementing a CB in the FPS system
does not degrade the transient performance but provides an ef-
ficiency boost of up to 16% and fuel economy of up to 12%. In
addition, the CB serves as an H sensor to the system. During
transients the CB temperature variations exhibit the same trends
with the H flow entering the CB and can be used as a feedback
control variable. A feedback controller is designed to mitigate
the transient problems identified. Using only reactor tempera-
ture measurements, namely the CPOX and CB temperatures, as
inputs to the feedback controller, it is shown that satisfactory
closed-loop transient performance can be achieved. Fast
regulation and a fourfold increase in H production rate is ob-
served during closed-loop FC load transitions compared to the
operation with the static feedforward controller.

APPENDIX

IHPS MODEL EQUATIONS AND NOMENCLATURE

See Tables II and III.
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